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About This Game

The planet is being attacked and it will take a bodaciously bad-ass cursor pilot to blast the scum to whence it came! Dodge, dip,
duck, click and point your way to glory in the most gnarly retro-arcade death trap that you are likely to ever play! Point Perfect
will put that "I'm a real PC gamer" attitude to the ultimate test and might make you cry a little in the process. But fear not young

pilot, because with great challenge comes even greater glory and nerdy bragging rights! For a select few it will even mean
graduating from the prestigious Point Perfect University of Aeronautics. Which of course includes a printable diploma that you

can hang on your wall to make Mom proud!

Features

Procedurally generated levels means no game is quite the same!

Over 20 bosses that can evolve new attacks and patterns for you to adapt.

24 trophies to unlock as well as a secret game mode.

Get trolled! Point Perfect will test you to the limit and make fun of you if you fail!

Steam achievements

Trading cards
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The key to playing games with 3dConnexion mice!

If you want to play games with a 3d mouse this program is worth every penny. It took me just a few minutes to set up with my
new SpaceNavigator and I was fragging in IL-2 Battle of Stalingrad.

It was all the important features:
* axis curves
* profiles
* input smoothing.

These features solve all of the problems associated with using a 3d mouse for gaming. In their default configuration 3Dx mice
can't deflect fully on multiple axis at the same time. That is a big problem in games like flight sims where you might need to
input full aileron and elevator at the same time. Curves solves this problem by allowing nearly full deflection to count as full
deflection in game. The smoothing also makes control precise and smooth, eliminating the jitters inherent to the very sensitive
3d mouse.

I have not even used the rest of the features in the app yet but given the awesome quality of the 3Dx integration I have no doubts
that they are also great.. Fun at first but gets boring and repetitive really quick, definitly not worth it's money.. Super ciekawa
gra Jedyny minust to \u017ce trzeba minimum dwie osoby Polecam. I've been an avid fan of the Nancy Drew games since
HerInteractive first started producing the games. The first game I ever played was the second computer game to come out called
"Mesage in a Haunted Mansion." And of course, since then, I've been totally addicted to all games by HerInteractive.

This game happens to be one of my favourites. I never managed to complete this game when I was younger, but as an adult, I
realy enjoyed it--especially since I took two years of studying Japanese language and culture since then! Given the background
I've had with Japanese, I found most of the puzzles to be fairly easy. But there were a few challenging ones that I really enjoyed.
The one that immediately comes to mind is fixing the portrait hanging wires at the beginning of the game and Nancy learning
how to write her own name in katakana!

I think anyone who is a fan of Nancy Drew already will enjoy this game. And if you're new to Nancy Drew, I don't think this is
an especially bad game to start with, all considering it's got some pretty good jump scares and doesn't require much background
context about Nancy Drew, the other characters, and the previous games.

Overall, a great game! Have fun!. much better with friends. This was a fun game. Got it during a huge Steam sale, but there's a
lot of content for $10. It took me about 4-5 hours to beat on medium difficulty. The game involves reaching the bottom of the
cave or whatever it is while collecting treasure and avoiding different traps. You traverse square blocks that move around.
Basically, it was fun to play while I had no internet. Not a great game, but if you want something different than shooting
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everything that moves, I recommend it.. The problem with this story is that it runs like a typical game with bland plot points.
While the choices seem interesting at first, you'll come to realize that the game has a fairly set path with barely noticable
diviations. I would not recommend this choose-your-own-adventure novel over "Choice of Robots" and the like. Had lots of fun
with this game :D
Really fun finding the secrets and going for the other achievements.
And the skull dialogue is very funny - good stuff :). This game is definately required if you want to understand half of whats
going on in Herofall. As the 2ed game in the trilogy it provided the needed bridge in the narrative but I will be honest:

Going full hero path basically messed up both teams in the story. Still going to replay as a villain at some point because there are
so many avenues from this game into the 3rd that I want to see how everything ends. Just pick up all 3 games as a collection.
You wont be dissapointed. Its like City of Heroes meets Text based RPG.. I was dodging bullets perfectly and a rocket flew
away off the screen and insta-killed me. Woooooooooow.
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Well. I would like to say that SolarGun is just one of my favorite puzzle games on Steam. I played all portal games and many
similar games with different mechanics and gameplay (like Qube, Chromagun and more), but this one is my favorite. The main
aesthetic is gorgeous - a great unlit material with an ambient occlusion FX. The music is quiet (I love Chopin Funeral March).
What about controls? All is smooth and perfect. The main gameplay is unusual and really clever. Thank you for the free content.
This team did an amazing work. If you don't try this project, I guess that you are stupid - it is worth 10 times its price - less than
one buck ++. A charming VN with excellent artwork.. spongy controls
bad level design
bad graphics

DO NOT BUY THIS!. Even though Insane 2 is a racing game, “a race mode” is the last you want to re-play.

Generally your car is indestructible, gets unlimited nitro for no reasons, with you being able to outdrive the opponents even with
the basic chosen wheels. Most of those race tracks are doable at the first try.

Thanks to the Elder Gods, a “casual race mode” is the only major drawback.

There is ““Capture the Flag”, where you may kiss enemy's back and escape with its flag, hoping you won't flip over (but you'll
a lot!)

Then, interesting ““Pursuit” race, where you have to accumulate score by remaining under the helicopter.

Challenging “Pick Up” mode, where the victory is obtained by collecting dropped boxes, varying in score value. Everyone
dashes to different targets making it impossible to predict whether you'll be lucky to get one.

Moreover, dramatic ““Knock Out” race“, where remaining first is a must condition.
AND few other racing modes with similar disciplines.

HUGE pros go to:

1. big racing areas, 2. nice instrumental rock score, 3. juicy graphics,4. individual weather and map conditions,5. and of
course for variety of races.

MINOR cons account for :

1. medieval physics,2. seriously limited destruction of surroundings,3. immortal rhino which you cannot drive over!

p.s. try to climb a 90* canyon wall because you can!. How about a nice cup of Liber-tea?

Killin' Krauts.. I purchased this game but when it went free to play i didn't get the premium upgrade. Very dissapointed

EDIT: developer informed me that i do recieve a free key to upgrade
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